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A b stract

The study examined the relationships between the reported
use of self-regulated learning strategies, student achievement,
course and student characteristics, and self-efficacy perceptions.
Two hundred and forty eight Grade 11 students at the advanced
and general levels of study completed a Learning and Study
Strategy Questionnaire in Chemistry a n d /o r English. Students
taking courses at the advanced level of study were found to be
greater users of self-regulated learning strategies than those
students taking courses a t the general level. Select higher-order
strategies were positively correlated with achievement a t tue
advanced level. At the general level, reported use of any of the nine
identified self-regulated learning strategies were significantly
correlated with achievement in English and Chemistry. No
significant correlation between self-efficacy perceptions and
achievement in Chemistry or English were found. Females
reported greater use of self-regulated learning strategies and had
significantly higher achievement scores th an males.
Students identified in the study as M ath/Science majors
were found to use similar strategies in the studying of Chemistry
iv
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and English. M ath/Science majors had significantly higher
achievement scores in English and Chemistry, however, no
difference was found to exist between M ath/Science majors and
non-Math/Science majors in their reported use of self-regulated
learning strategies. Implications regarding the use of self-regulated
learning strategies in the classroom are discussed.

v
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I.

S cop e

To answer the question, "What Is learning?”, Ontario’s
recent Royal Commission on Learning used as a starting point the
following definition: "to learn is to gain knowledge, understanding
or skill through instruction or experience. Learning is the process
of becoming able to comprehend or do, moving from lesser to
greater competence" (Begin & Caplin, 1994). Using a more
operationalized approach, learning can be viewed as a form of
problem-solving which involves first analyzing a given learning
task and then devising a strategy appropriate for accomplishing the
given task (Deny, 1989). Activities in which students engage when
involved in a learning event have been referred to as studying: selfregulated learning (Bandura, 1986; Como, 1986; Zimmerman &
Martinez-Pons, 1986); autonom ous or self-directed learning
(Curley, Estrin, Thomas & Rohwer, 1987); and learning strategies
(Weinstein & Mayer, 1986). These learning activities might take
the form of attending to a teacher presentation, doing homework,
completing in-class assignments, taking part in a class discussion,
reading, preparing for a test, avoiding distractions in class or
asking a teacher to repeat some aspect of a presentation not
1
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understood. (Curley et al., 1987). What is unique about these
learning activities is th at they are not an explicit requirement in
school settings and axe. for the most part, initiated, directed and
maintained by the learner. (Thomas. Iventosch & Rohwer. 1987).
Students, for example, determine how much effort will be put into
attending to a lesson presented by a teacher.
Two main learner capabilities have been identified as leading
to successful studying: the selection of appropriate and effective
strategies and a willingness to study until adequately prepared
(Thomas & Rohwer, 1986). Research suggests th at strategy
selection is influenced by course characteristics, teacher and
student characteristics (Thomas & Rohwer, 1986). It is unlikely
that the use of the sam e learning strategies for all courses for all
students will lead to equivalent achievement. The willingness of
students to study h as been shown to be influenced by their selfefficacy which is described as 'the self-concept of academic ability’
and 'achievement motivation' (Thomas & Rohwer, 1986). Selfefficacy h as been shown to affect both the quality and quantity of
student study activities (Thomas & Rohwer, 1986). A num ber of
studies have found students' perceptions of efficacy to be positively
correlated with the use of self-regulatory learning strategies and
2
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with achievement (Pintrich & DeGroot, 1990; Thomas & Iventosch,
1987; Zimmerman & Martin ez-Pons, 1990).
The present study investigated student learning, specifically
the relationship between the reported use of self-regulated learning
strategies, student achievement, course and student
characteristics and self-efficacy perceptions.

3
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2.

2.1

L earning S tr a teg ie s

Social Cognitive Theory and Self-Regulated Learning
Strategies

The cognitive approach to learning views learning as an
active process occurring within and influenced by the learner
(Weinstein & Mayer, 1986). Many previous studies th at have
investigated student academic achievement have done so primarily
in relation to student ability or quality of teaching. Self-regulated
learning theory studies differ from these in th at the focus is on
how students use learning strategies to achieve their goals in real
world contexts. Self-regulated learning is defined as the use of
specific strategies to achieve academic goals on the basis of selfefficacy perceptions (Zimmerman & Martinez-Pons, 1986;
Zimmerman, 1989).

Self-regulated learning theorists view students as
metacognitivety, motivationally and behaviourally active in their
learning efforts (Zimmerman & Martinez-Pons, 1986, 1990).
Metacognitively self-regulated learners plan, organize, monitor and
evaluate their progress a t various stages in the learning process.
4
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Motivationally self-regulated learners perceive themselves as
competent, having high self-efficacy perceptions. Behaviourally,
these learners create and structure an environment where optimal
learning can take place (Zimmerman, 1986). On the basis of
Bandura’s (1986) triadic theory of social cognition, Zimmerman &
Martinez-Pons (1986) proposed three interdependent processes
involved in students' efforts to regulate their learning: personal
(efforts to self-regulate), environmental (academic context), and
behavioural (academic behavioural performance). Self-regulated
learning, therefore, occurs as students use personal processes (i.e.
goal-setting and self-efficacy perceptions) to strategically regulate
their behaviour and their immediate learning environment.
The social cognitive approach identifies two key processes,
strategy use and self-efficacy perceptions, a s essential to self
regulated learning and to achievement in school (Zimmerman,
1989).
Zimmerman and Martinez-Pons (1986) identified, from
previous research in the area, categories of learning strategies used
by students to regulate personal functioning, academic
behavioural performance and their learning environment.

5
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Strategies that optimize personal regulation include:
a.

Organizing and Transforming: student initiated
overt or covert rearrangement of instructional
materials to improve learning.

b.

Rehearsing and Memorizing: student Initiated
efforts to memorize material.

c.

Goal-Setting and Planning: student setting of goals
and planning for sequencing, timing and completing
activities related to those goals.

Strategies th at enhance academic behavioural performance
include:
a.

Self-Evaluating: student initiated evaluations of
the quality or progress of their work.

b.

Self-Consequating: student arrangem ent or
imagination of rewards or punishm ent for success
or failure.

Strategies to optimize the learning environment Include:
a.

Seeking Information —stu d en t initiated efforts to
secure further task information from non-social
sources when undertaking an assignment.
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b.

Record Keeping and Self-Monitoring: student
initiated efforts to record events or results

c.

Environmental Structuring: student initiated
efforts to select or arrange the physical setting to
make learning easier.

d.

Seeking Social Assistance: student initiated efforts
to solicit help from peers, teachers an d adults.

e.

Reviewing Academic Material: student initiated
efforts to re-read tests, notes, textbooks to
prepare for class or further testing.

2 J2

Achievement and Strategy Pse

Strategy use h as been found to be highly correlated with
students’ academic achievement (Pintrich & DeGroot, 1990;
Thomas & Rohwer, 1986; Weinstein & Mayer, 1986; Zimmerman &
Martinez-Pons 1986, 1990). To assess student use of self-regulated
learning strategies in classroom a s well as non-classroom settings,
Zimmerman and Martinez-Pons (1986) developed a structured
interview where students were asked w hat strategies they used in
six different learning contexts. The learning contexts were: in the
7
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classroom, a t home, when completing writing assignments outside
of class, when completing mathem atics assignments outside of
class, when preparing for and taking tests, and when poorly
motivated. Forty male and female 10th grade students from a
high achievement track (assigned on the basis of grade point
averages) and 40 from a lower achievement track were interviewed
regarding their use of self-regulated learning strategies.

A

significant correlation was found between achievement track and
strategy use. The following strategies discriminated significantly
between high achieving and low achieving students: organizing and
transforming, goal-setting and planning, seeking information,
keeping records and monitoring, environmental structuring, selfconsequating, rehearsing and memorizing, seeking social
assistance from peers, teachers an d adults and reviewing tests,
notes and textbooks. In a related study, 45 students from a school
for the academically gifted and an identical num ber from nonselective schools were asked to describe their use of self-regulated
learning strategies (Zimmerman & Martinez-Pons, 1990). The
high-achieving (gifted) students displayed significantly higher
strategy use than the average ability students. In particular,
gifted students displayed a greater use of strategies th a t involved
8
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organizing and transforming (personal processes), selfconsequating (behavioural processes), seeking peer assistance and
reviewing notes (environmental processes). These strategies
represent Bandura's (1986) triadic spectrum for self-regulated
learning.
Thomas. Iventosch and Rohwer (1987) administered a
series of instrum ents to 1240 junior high school, senior high
school and college students enrolled in 22 social science courses,
assessing academic aptitude, self-efficacy and course-specific study
activities. The latter activity was m easured using a study activity
survey, which contained items to assess the frequency of the
following in-class or out-of-class study activities: selecting
important information, comprehending lectures and study
material, committing material to memory, integrating material
within and across sources of information, and managing their
study behaviour across tasks an d time. Thomas et al. (1987)
found th a t those strategies which involved the transform ation of
material and the generation of information beyond w hat was given,
were significantly related to academic achievement.

9
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2 .3

C ourse C h a ra cteristics and S tra teg y U se

Course characteristics Influencing study include such
factors as grading and review practices, lecture characteristics,
instructional support, the types of readings assigned and the
nature of the assignments. (Thomas & Rohwer. 1986). Curley et
al. (1987) investigated the relationship between features of the
learning environment and the effectiveness of various study
activities. They concluded, th at for the most part, study activities
were situation specific. The results suggested th a t context had a
significant influence on the effectiveness of various study
practices.
Biggs (1970) looked a t the study behaviour of 314 first year
university students enrolled in the Faculties of Arts and Science to
determine whether learning tasks in the two faculties were so
characteristically different th at they required students to employ
different study behaviours. He noted a num ber of differences
between Arts and Science tasks. In Science, where the material is
likely to continue from high school to university, first year
students have the task of building upon new material into existing
conceptual heirarchies. Performance in Science, therefore, is in
10
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part dependent upon prior achievement in core Science courses.
The Arts students, on the other hand, are faced with large
am ounts of relatively unfamiliar material. Further, the material
in Arts lacks the precise structure of th at in Science. Generally,
study strategies inventories have not taken into account the fact
that course tasks differ to the degree that different strategies may
be needed to cope effectively with these tasks (Biggs, 1970). The
study behaviour questionnaire used by Biggs contained items
measuring, study organization, tolerance of ambiguity, cognitive
simplicity, capacity for intrinsic motivation, dogmatism, and
independence of study behaviour. The questionnaire was
administered a t three different times throughout the academic
year. The results indicated th a t first year Arts students were
slightly better organized, more tolerant of ambiguity and less
dogmatic than Science students. Science students, on the other
hand, were found to be more intrinsically motivated th an the Arts
students. Biggs’ conclusion indicated that, in term s of studying.
Arts' students need to develop strategies th a t facilitate the task of
sorting and organizing m asses of apparently unorganized material,
while Science students require strategies th a t integrate new
material with material th a t h as been previously learned.
11
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2A

S tu d en t C h a ra cteristics and S trategy-U se

Cropley and Field (1969) define intellectual style (learning
style) as "certain idiosyncratic differences among people in the way
in which they take in, process and use information". It Is these,
biologically and developmentally imposed, personal characteristics,
that make the same teaching method effective for some and
ineffective for others (Dunn. Beaudry & Klavas, 1989). Cropley
and Field (1969) investigated the question, "Do potentially
successful Science students differ from other able students who
either do not enter Science or enter the field b ut do not succeed?"
They looked a t whether high achievers in Science differed markedly
from low achievers in terms of intellectual style. A series of tests
were given to the Science students which included: a standard test
of Science achievement; a test of intelligence; and four tests
involving intellectual style (test of originality, flexibility, category
width and abstractness of intellectual functioning). They found
th a t the above cognitive variables used to describe intellectual
style did account for significant portions of the variance of Science
achievement. The most successful Science students were identified
12
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by highly abstract and original thinking and had characteristic
ways of relating apparently discrepant data. The results suggested
that intellectual style, and not level of ability, were key indicators
in distinguishing the Science specialist from the non-specialist.
These findings were consistent with a previous longitudinal study
(Cropley, 1967) that showed th at students graduating with honours
in Science came almost exclusively from a group who had been
rated a s divergent in their style of thinking on entry to the
university four years previously.
Goldman and Warren (1973) suggest th a t it is clear from
previous studies (Brown & Dubois, 1964; Cropley & Field. 1969;
Elton & Rose, 1966, 1967) th at personality differences exist
between students in different major fields.

They contend th a t it

would not be surprising, therefore, th a t students with different
academic majors use different study techniques. Goldman and
Warren administered a study strategy questionnaire to university
undergraduates majoring in Physical Sciences, Biological Sciences,
Social Sciences and Humanities. Differences in learning style were
represented along two discriminant functions. The first
discrim inant function weighted items reflecting diligence and
m athem atical and logical reasoning. The second discriminant
13
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function weighted items reflecting a search for applications and
personal relevance of the study materials. They found that in
terms of diligence and mathematical and logical reasoning, this
function discriminated between the Science majors (Physical
Sciences and Biological Sciences) and non-Science majors (Social
Sciences and Humanities) with the Science majors scoring higher.
Goldman and Warren concluded th at these findings indicate
differentiating students a s Science or non-Science majors is not a
sufficiently detailed description for these purposes, since on the
second function those enrolled in Physical Science and
Humanities scored higher and were distinct from those enrolled In
Biological and Social Science.

14
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3.

3.1

S elf-E fficacy

Overview of Self-Efficacy

Social cognitive theorists view self-efficacy as a key
component of self-regulated learning (Bandura. 1986; Schunk,
1986; Zimmerman. 1986. 1989). Bandura (1982) defined selfefficacy In terms of one’s personal expectations regarding ability. It
Is the conviction th at one can successfully execute the behaviour
required to produce a certain outcome. According to Bandura
(1982) these expectations Influence the choice of learning
actitivies, the degree of effort invested In the activity, and the
persistence to continue with the activity in the face of failure.
Bouffard-Bouchard (1990) Investigated the relationship
between self-efficacy Judgements and performance among college
students on a verbal concept-formation task. The task consisted
of seven problems each made up of six different sentences. In each
sentence, the same target word was replaced by a nonsense word.
The task was to discover the single meaningful word th at
adequately replaces the nonsense word. Sixty-four undergraduate
psychology students were assigned to one of two experimental
15
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conditions, high or low perceptions of self-efficacy. These
perceptions were induced by the subjects receiving either positive
or negative verbal feedback. Despite the fact th at the students did
not differ with respect to their problem-solving skills, those who
had received positive feedback judged themselves to be more
efficacious than those who made their self-appraisals following
negative feedback. In addition, the high self-efficacy group
completed a signficantly greater num ber of problems than did the
low self-efficacy group. Task persistence, the ability to evaluate
the correctness of a given response and actual success in solving a
problem were all strongly correlated with the students’ perceptions
of self-efficacy.

3.2

Effect of Self-Efficacy on Strategy-Use and Achievement

A num ber of studies have found th at students’ perceptions
of efficacy are positively correlated with their use of self-regulatory
learning strategies and their achievement (Pintrich & DeGroot,
1990; Thomas, Iventosch & Rohwer, 1987; Zimmerman &
Martinez-Pons, 1990).

16
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Zimmerman and Martinez-Pons (1990) sought to
demonstrate that a student's academic efficacy could be used to
predict h is/h er use of self-regulating strategies. Two general areas
of academic efficacy were investigated, mathematical problem
solving and verbal comprehension. To assess verbal efficacy, 10
words were selected and for each word students were asked to rate
their efficacy in detaining the word. In mathematics, they were
given 10 problems and asked to rate their efficacy in solving each
problem.

The study involved 30 grades 5, 8 an d 11 students from

a school for gifted students. An equal num ber of students in the
same grades from non-selective schools made up the remainder of
the sample. Zimmerman and Martinez-Pons (1990) found th at
overall, students' perceptions of their own mathem atical and
verbal efficacies were correlated with their use of self-regulated
learning strategies. Giftedness was found to be associated with
high levels of academic efficacy. As previously reported, gifted
students made greater use of strategies involving organizing an d
transforming, self-consequating, seeking peer assistance and
reviewing notes th an did average-ability students.
Pintrich and DeGroot (1990) looked a t the relationship
among self-regulated learning, motivational orientation, and
17
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classroom academic performance specifically in the areas of
English and Science. One hundred and seventy grade seven
students completed a questionnaire that included items on
strategy use, motivation and effort management. Students
responded to the questionnaire in terms of their study behaviour
as it applied to English or Science. In both subject areas, selfefficacy was found to be correlated with strategy use and academic
performance. In general, students who believed they were capable
learners were more likely to report the use of cognitive strategies
and were more successful in their courses.
Thomas et al. (1987) found students’ ratings of their selfconcepts of academic ability to be the best predictor of
achievement a t all grade levels. This relationship between selfefficacy and academic achievement h as been explained by the
willingness on the part of highly self-efficacious students to engage
in high effort (Thomas et al., 1987). When facing difficulties,
those students expended more effort and persisted longer th an
those whose perceived self-efficacy w as low (Bandura & Schunk,
1981; Bouffard-Bouchard, 1990). Conversely, persons with low
self-efficacy tended, in general, to avoid studying and to p ut in
less time th an was actually needed to learn the material (Schunk,
18
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1985; Thomas & Rohwer, 1986). Schunk (1985) has suggested that
a greater use of learning strategies can be achieved by improving
students’ self-efficacy perceptions.

19
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4.

C on ceptu al F ram ew ork

This study investigated the relationship between self
regulated learning strategies, academic performance and selfefficacy perceptions in high school students studying Chemistry
and English.
4.1

Self-Regulated Learning Strategy Use, Self-Efficacy
Perceptions and Achievement

Zimmerman an d Martinez-Pons (1986) a s previously
reported, developed a structured interview to assess students' use
of self-regulated learning strategies in naturalistic settings.
Students were asked to indicate verbally the study methods they
employed in a variety of learning contexts. On the basis of the
social cognitive theory and existing literature they Identified
fourteen categories of learning strategies employed by students (see
Chapter 2.1) The learning contexts and categories used by
Zimmerman an d Martinez-Pons formed the basis of the
questionnaire designed for use in this study.
To assess students’ self-efficacy perceptions, the
questionnaire for th is study contained item s regarding the
20
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respondent's perceived competence in the performance of course
work in either Chemistry or English. The questions used were
similar to those of Pintrich and DeGroot (1990). The research
question investigated was as follows:
Is a c h ie v e m e n t in E n g lish (a d va n ce d a n d g e n e ra l) a n d
C h em istry (a d v a n c e d a n d g e n e ra l) r e la te d to re p o rte d
s tr a te g y u se a n d se lf-e ffic a c y p e r c e p tio n s ?

4J2

Effect of Course Level on Self-Regulated Strategy Use
and Self-Efficacy Perceptions

In Ontario schools from Grades 10 through 12, students can
select courses from three levels of difficulty: basic, general and
advanced (O.S.I.S., 1984). Basic level courses focus primarily on
the development of personal and social skills in preparation for the
world of work. These courses serve the needs of those students
who may not go on to post-secondary education. General level
courses provide preparation for employment, careers or further
education in certain programs in colleges of applied arts and
technology and other non-degree granting post-secondary
educational institutions.

Advanced level courses focus on the

development of academic skills and prepare students for entry to
21
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university or to certain programs of the colleges of applied arts and
technology. Courses at this level lead to Ontario Academic
Courses (OACs) which are considered university qualifying courses
(O.S.I.S.. 1984). For the purpose of this study, discussion will be
limited to general level and advanced level courses.
Generally, advanced level courses take on a more theoretical
focus while general level courses place a greater em phasis on
applied learning.
With respect to students taking primarily general level
courses King, Warren, Michalski and Peart (1988) found these
students to prefer a ’hands on’ approach to a theoretical one: likely
to be absent; less achievement oriented; likely to have need for
improved social skills; spontaneous and in need of positive
reinforcement.
Given the difference in focus and characteristics of students
taking the two levels of courses, the following research question
was investigated:
D o s tu d e n ts e n r o lle d in g e n e ra l a n d a d v a n c e d E n g lish
a n d C h em istry d if f e r w ith r e s p e c t to th e ir r e p o r te d u se
o f s e lf-r e g u la te d le a rn in g s tr a te g ie s , a c h ie v e m e n t, a n d
se lf-e ffic a c y p e r c e p tio n s ?

22
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4 .3

G ender D ifferen ces in S tra teg y u se and P ercep tio n s o f
Self-Efficacy

Recent studies investigating gender differences on cognitive
tasks have shown these differences to be small and for the past
two decades to be declining (Linn & Hyde, 1989). Maccoby and
Jacklin (1974) found boys to surpass girls in m athem atics b u t not
in verbal ability. Hyde and Linn (1988), in synthesizing the results
of gender studies, found gender differences in verbal ability over the
past two decades to have declined essentially to zero. With respect
to quantitative ability, Linn and Hyde (1989) reported th a t average
quantitative gender differences have also declined essentially to
zero. Age trend analyses indicated th a t females were superior at
computation a t all ages and th a t differences favouring males on
problem-solving emerge in high school. The greatest gender
differences for high school students in quantitative ability were
found on problem-solving items. These differences were similar in
magnitude to the gender differences in enrollment in advanced
courses th at emphasized solving word problems (Linn

&

.

Hyde,

1989). A similar trend has been found in science where gender
differences also declined among high school students.
23
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Zimmerman and Martinez-Pons (1990), in analyzing gender
differences in the use of self-regulated learning strategies, found
that, in general, girls are the greater users of strategies. In
particular, girls reported significantly more goal setting and
planning, record keeping and monitoring, environmental
structuring, and goal setting and planning than did the boys.
Girls surpassed boys in verbal efficacy b ut not in mathematical
efficacy.
The following research question was investigated:
Do m a le s a n ti f e m a le s d iffe r with respect to th e ir
re p o rte d use o f se lf-re g u la to ry le a rn in g s tr a te g ie s ,
a c h ie v e m e n t and se lf-e ffic a c y p e r c e p tio n s in E n g lish
and. C h em istry?

4.4

Course Characteristics and Self-Regulated Learning
Strategy Use

Different major academic fields present students with
different types of problems to be solved. The solving of a
mathem atical equation, for example, beans little resemblance to
the writing of a literary critique (Goldman & Warren, 1973).
24
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Chemistry and English represent subject areas th at differ
considerably both in course content and the types of problems to
be solved. Biggs (1970) found th a t the tasks dem anded of students
in Faculties of Arts and Science were characteristically different
and optimally they required different strategic approaches of
study. To Investigate the relationship between the use of learning
strategies and the course dem ands the following research question
was investigated:
Do M a th S c ie n c e m a jo rs d iffe r w ith r e s p e c t to th e ir
re p o rte d u se o f se lf-re g u la to ry le a rn in g s tr a te g ie s ,
a c h ie v e m e n t and s e lf-e ffic a c y perceptions in th e
stu d y in g o f a d v a n c e d C h em istry v s. a d v a n c e d E n g lish ?

4.5

Student Characteristics. Strategy Use and Self-Efficacy
Perceptions

Considerable research has been done in the area of learning
styles and it is well known th a t differences exist among people in
the ways in which they take in, process an d ultimately use
information obtained from their environments (Dunn, Beaudry &
Klavas, 1989). Two people of equal ability may differ considerably
25
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in the ways in which they process information and in the kinds of
information they prefer to handle (Cropley & Fields. 1969). As
previously mentioned Cropley and Fields (1969) found high
achieving students in Science to differ from low achieving students
in terms of their intellectual style. Of Interest is whether or not
M ath/Science students differ from non-M ath/Science students in
their study of a particular subject. The research question
investigated was:
Do M a th /S cien ce m a jo rs a n d n on -M ath /S cien ce m a jo rs
d iffe r w ith , respect to their r e p o r te d use o f se lfre g u la to ry le a rn in g s tr a te g ie s , a c h ie v e m e n t a n d se lfe ffic a c y p e r c e p tio n s in a d v a n c e d E n g lish ?

26
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5 . M ethodology
5.1

Questionnaire Design

Two similar questionnaires were developed to assess
students’ use of self-regulated learning strategies in English and
Chemistiy. The questionnaires were based on the Zimmerman and
Martinez-Pons (1986, 1990) structured interview procedure and
were designed to elicit information regarding self-regulated learning
strategy use using a questionnaire format rather th an a time
intensive personal interview.

Zimmerman and Martinez-Pons

(1986. 1990) described six learning contexts to students to assess
strategy use: in the classroom, when completing writing
assignments, when completing m ath assignments, when checking
Science or English homework, when preparing for a test, when
taking a test, when poorly motivated to complete homework and
when studying a t home. Apart from the two contexts th a t named
a subject area (ie. completing m ath assignments) the other four
study contexts described by Zimmerman and Martinez-Pons (1986,
1990) were not particular to any course or subject area (ie. when
preparing for a test). The present study used two questionnaires,
one for English and one for Chemistiy (see Appendix Al and A2).
27
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All the questions pertained to the learning and study strategies
employed for a particular course. All the learning contexts used by
Zimmerman and Martinez-Pons were incorporated into the present
questionnaire with the exception of taking a test. The strategies
students employ to actually write tests were not considered. The
three learning contexts used in this study (Table 5.1.1) investigated
study behaviour in the classroom when a lesson is presented
(Questionnaire Part A): study behavior when completing
homework/research assignments (Questionnaire Part B); and study
behavior when preparing for a u n it test (Questionnaire Part C).
Zimmerman and Martinez-Pons (1986, 1990) identified
fourteen classes of self-regulated learning strategies employed by
high school students. These fourteen categories formed the basis of
the questionnaire design for this study. Discussions with teachers
and students lead to the elimination of the self-consequating
category as it was felt few students employed this particular
strategy. This observation was confirmed in a pilot questionnaire
given to senior high school students. Zimmerman and MartinezPons (1986, 1990) differentiated, with respect to the strategy of
seeking social assistance, whether help was solicited from peers,
teachers or adults. In this study any student initiated effort to
28
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Table 5.1.1: Self-Regulated Learning Contexts

A.

Assume you are in class and your teacher is presenting
a lesson. Please respond to the following statem ents
as they apply to you in Chem istiy/English class.

B.

Teachers expect assigned homework/research to be
completed as accurately as possible. Please respond to
the following statem ents a s they apply to you when
completing Chemistiy/English homework/research
assignments.

C.

Most teachers give im portant tests a t the end of
particular Chemistry/English units and these tests
affect your final grade in the course. Please respond to
the following statem ents a s they apply to you when
studying for a test in Chemistiy/English.

29
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obtain help was grouped Into one category, seeking social
assistance. In addition, student initiated efforts to review tests,
notes and textbooks were grouped into one category’, reviewing
records, rather than the three separate categories used by
Zimmerman and Martinez-Pons. Statem ents for each of the
resulting nine categories were adapted from various instrum ents
used to assess strategy use (Christopoulos, Rohwer & Thomas.
1987; Pintrich & DeGroot, 1990; Weinstein & Palmer, 1990;
Zimmerman & Pons, 1990) as well as from discussions with high
school English and Chemistiy teachers. Appendix B lists the nine
strategy categories and the applicable questionnaire statem ents.
The final section of the questionnaire (Part D) was adapted
from Pintrich and DeGroot (1990) an d contained items regarding
students’ perceived competence and confidence (self-efficacy) in the
performance of course work.
S tudents responded to all the statem ents in the
questionnaire using a five point Likert scale adapted from
Weinstein and Palmer (1990):

1. Not a t all like me; 2. Not very

much like me; 3. Somewhat like me; 4. Fairly m uch like me; 5.
Very much like me.

30
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5 .2

T he Sam ple

The subjects for this study were students from an urban
semestered high school with a population of approximately 1200
students. In a semestered system the academic year is divided into
two 18 week semesters. Classes are 75 m inutes in duration and
students take up to four classes per semester. All students enrolled
in a Grade 11 advanced or general level English a n d /o r an
advanced or general level Chemistiy course for the 1993 - 94 school
year were asked to complete a Learning and Study Strategy
Questionnaire. A total of 248 students took part in the study.
Group A contained 113 students who completed an English
questionnaire only. These students were enrolled in a Grade 11
English course b ut were not taking a Grade 11 Chemistiy course
during the year. Forty students (Group B) completed the Chemistiy
questionnaire only. These students were not taking their Grade 11
English course the same year as they took Grade 11 Chemistry.
Ninety-five students (Group C) completed both an English and
Chemistry questionnaire. These students were either
simultaneously or in different sem esters in the same school year,
enrolled in a Grade 11 Chemistiy course (advanced or general) and
a grade 11 advanced or general English course (see Table 5.2.1).
31
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Table 5.2.1: Grouping of Students and Sample Sizes

GROUPB

GROUPA
S tudents who completed

Students who completed

ONLY an English

ONLY a Chemistry

questionnaire.

questionnaire
n = 40

n = 113

GROUPC
Students who completed BOTH a Chemistry and
a n English questionnaire.
n = 95
GROUP D (A + C)

GROUP E (B + C)

ALL students who

ALL students who

completed an English

completed a Chemistiy

questionnaire.

questionnaire.
n = 135

n = 208
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Students were grouped into two categories, M ath/Science
majors and non-M ath/Science majors. In order to graduate with
an Ontario Secondary School Diploma (OSSD), two credits in
mathematics and two credits in science are compulsory. In almost
all cases, these compulsory credits are earned in grades nine and
ten. At the grade 11 level, both science and m ath become elective
(non-compulsory) courses. When students completed the Learning
and Study Strategies questionnaire they were asked to indicate
those Math and Science courses a t the grade 11 level surd beyond
which they have taken, are currently taking, or plan to take before
graduating from high school (see Appendix A3). For those students
planning to enrol in a University M ath/Science program a
combination of four OAC M ath/Science credits would generally
meet most entrance requirements. In order to complete a
combination of four OAC M ath/Science courses, a t least eight
M ath/Science credits a t the grade 11 level or beyond would need to
be accumulated. M ath/Science majors were, therefore, identified
as those students who Intended to complete eight or more Math
and Science courses beyond the compulsory. Of the 95 students in
Group C who completed both a Chemistry and English
questionnaire, 44 were classified a s M ath/Science majors.
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Non-Math/Science majors were identified as those students
who intended to take four or fewer Math /Science courses beyond
the compulsory. These students would be seeking a few elective
Math an d /o r Science courses, but would not be specializing in the
Math/Science area of the curriculum. Twenty students in Group
C were classified as non-M ath/Science majors. The remaining 31
students in Group C were those who planned to take more than 4
and less than 8 M ath/Science courses. These students were not
classified a s either M ath/Science majors or non-Math/Science
majors and for the purposes of this study were not investigated.

5.3 Administration of the Questionnaire

Participation in the study was voluntary and anonymity was
assured. Parental consent was obtained for all participating
students. The Learning and Study Strategies questionnaires were
administered a t the end of each semester a s students were
beginning preparations for final examinations. Students enrolled
in Chemistiy a n d /o r English in the first sem ester completed the
English questionnaire in the 14th week of a n 18 week semester
and the Chemistiy questionnaire was completed in the 17th week.
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Using an identical time frame, the order of administering the
questionnaires was reversed for the second semester.
All questionnaires were administered by one d ata collector.
Written and verbal Instructions were provided to the students prior
to their completion of the questionnaire. S tudents were asked to
respond to the questionnaire statem ents a s they specifically
applied to their study practices for either Chemistry or English.
Most students required approximately twenty m inutes to complete
the questionnaire. Once all the questionnaires were administered,
they were arbitrarily coded to ensure the capability to distinguish
between those who completed both questionnaires an d those who
completed a chemistry or English questionnaire only. Final course
m arks were obtained from the respective teachers.
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5 .4

D ata P ro cessin g and A n alysis

The students’ responses to the questionnaire items in the
three learning contexts were grouped together according to the
nine strategies (refer to Appendix B). For example, the strategy
organizing and transforming contained a total of 8 items. Using a
5 point Likert scale, therefore, the maximum score for use of this
strategy is 40.
The statistical analysis of the d ata was done on a personal
computer using the SYSTAT computer package. A significance level
of 0.01 was chosen throughout the study.
A Spearm an rank order correlation was used to test if a
correlation exists between achievement, strategy use an d selfefficacy perceptions.
A Mann-Whitney U test was used for rank order d ata to test
differences in achievement, strategy use and self-efficacy
perceptions of: i) general vs. advanced students ii) males vs.
females an d ill) M ath/Science majors vs. non-M ath/Science
majors. The program uses chi-square distributions with one degree
of freedom to test the null hypothesis.
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A WUcoxen signed rank test was used to test differences in
achievement, reported strategy use and self-efficacy perceptions in
English and Chemistry of M ath/Science majors.
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6 . R esu lts

6.1

Relationship between Achievement and Strategy Use and
Achievement and Self-Efficacy Perceptions in Chemistry
and English

The following research question was addressed:
Is a c h ie v e m e n t in E n g lish (a d v a n c e d a n d g e n e ra l) a n d
C h e m istry (a d v a n c e d a n d g e n e ra l) r e la te d to re p o rte d
s tr a te g y u s e a n d se lf-e ffic a c y p e r c e p tio n s ?

All nine of the self-regulated learning strategies a t the
general level of study were found to be positively correlated with
achievement, as m easured by the final m arks obtained in
Chemistry and English (see Table 6.1.1). Students with higher
marks made greater use of self-regulated learning strategies while
students who had lower achievement scores tended to use learning
strategies less frequently.
A significant correlation was found a t the advanced level
between achievement and the strategies of organizing and
transforming, goal-setting and planning, and seeking social
assistance, in both English and Chemistry. The higher order
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Table 6.1.1: Correlation Between Achievement and Self-Regulated
Learning Strategy Use and Achievement and Self-Efficacy in
Chemistry and English
Spearman Correlation Coefficients
General

Advanced
Chemistry
Achievement
n= 101

English
Achievement
n = 134

Chemistry
Achievement
n = 34

English
Achievement
n = 74

Organizing &
Transforming

.40*

.30*

.26*

.39*

Rehearsing &
Memorizing

.04

.12

.33*

.32*

Goal-Setting &
Planning

.35*

.34*

.65*

.43*

Self-Evaluating

.34*

2.1

.42*

.34*

Seeking
Information

.16

24

CO

»

.36*

Record Keeping &
Self-Monitoring

.21

20

.45*

.44*

Environmental
Structuring

.14

.17

.40*

.50*

Seeking Social
Assistance

.34*

29"

.43*

.39*

Reviewing Academic
Material

.33*

20

.35*

.42*

Self-Efficacy

.07

-.10

.16

-.16

*p < .01
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strategy of organizing and transforming, involves students
rearranging instructional materials to improve learning. Goalsetting and planning involves students setting goals for the
sequencing, timing, and completion of activities related to these
goals. Activities might include paying attention in class even if the
lesson does not interest them, checking with a teacher/counsellor
regarding the courses needed for a particular career path, working
from a planner to organize homework, or completing homework
even if it is known th at the teacher will not be checking it.
Seeking social assistance had significant correlations in both
Chemistry and English. A higher correlation was found in
Chemistry. This would be expected a s students who have difficulty
with a concept frequently require some clarification or reexplanation before they attem pt the homework. In English, there
would be less of a reason to seek help a s reading and writing
assignm ents are frequently individual in nature.
At the advanced level, achievement was significantly
correlated with self-evaluation strategies and reviewing academic
m aterial in Chemistry only. The strategy of evaluation involves
students evaluating the progress of their work. Reviewing
academic m aterial includes reviewing class notes to complete
40
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homework assignments or to study for a test. In Chemistry,
teachers frequently work through sample problem s/questions in
class which need to be consulted prior to completing homework
assignments. In English, teachers tend to use examples from past
works studied but students can and often do work successfully
without past experience.
At the advanced level, no significant correlations were found
for either Chemistry or English between achievement and the
strategies of seeking information, record keeping, environmental
structuring and rehearsing and memorizing.
No significant correlations between achievement and selfefficacy perceptions were found in English or Chemistry at either
the advanced or general levels of study.
To answer the research question addressed, the results
indicate th at at the general level of study achievement does depend
on strategy use. All of the self-regulated learning strategies were
significantly correlated with achievement in both Chemistry and
English. At the advanced level, achievement in both subject areas
was related to a select group of higher order strategies, namely,
organizing and transforming, goal-setting and planning, and
seeking social assistance. In addition to these strategies, student
41
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achievement in advanced Chemistry was also dependent on
strategies involving reviewing academic material and selfevaluating. Achievement in English and Chemistry a t both the
advanced and general levels of study was not dependent on selfefficacy perceptions.

6.2

Advanced and General Level Students: Strategy Use,
Self-Efficacy Perceptions and Achievement

A Mann -Whitney U test was used to answer the question:
D o s tu d e n ts e n ro lle d in g e n e ra l a n d a d v a n c e d E n g lish
a n d C h em istry d iffe r w ith r e s p e c t to th e ir r e p o r te d u se
o f se lf-r e g u la te d le a rn in g s tr a te g ie s , a c h ie v e m e n t, a n d
s e lf-e ffic a c y p e r c e p tio n s ?

Advanced and general-level students did not significantly
differ in achievement in either Chemistry (n= 135) or English
(n=208). The m ean m ark for students studying advanced English
was 69.6% and for those students taking general English the mean
was 65.7% (see Table 6.2.1). The m ean m ark for students who took
Chemistry a t the advanced level was 67.9% and for those who took
Chemistry a t the general level the median m ark was 61.8% (see
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Table 6.2.1: Sample Sizes and Achievement Means of Advanced and General
Students Completing an English Questionnaire (Group D)

Mean Mark

n
208

68.0%

Female Students

99

73.0%

Male Students

109

63.9%

134

69.6%

68
66

73.4%
65.8%

74

65.7%

31
43

72.2%
61.0%

Total Number of Students

Advanced English
Female Students
Male Students
General English
Female Students
Male S tudents

43
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Table 6.2.2). With respect to self-efficacy perceptions, no
significant differences existed between the two groups in either
Chemistry or English.
When the nine groups of learning strategies were analyzed
significant differences were found to exist between advanced and
general level students in their use of strategies involving keeping
records and self-monitoring and reviewing records for both
Chemistry and English (see Table 6.2.3). For the strategy of
keeping records and self-monitoring, advanced students were more
likely to initiate efforts to record events or results (see Appendix
C.l). The use of this particular strategy would involve such student
initiated efforts a s noting those things th a t a teacher indicated are
important, correcting answ ers as they are taken u p in class, noting
homework questions upon which the teacher placed special
emphasis, and taking notes from assigned readings. Advanced
students were also more likely to employ strategies involving
reviewing academic material. This would include efforts to re-read
notes from class or textbooks to prepare for class or for testing.
For the strategy of environmental structuring, significant
differences existed between advanced and general level students in
English only, with the advanced students making greater use of
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Table 6.2.2: Sample Sizes and Achievement Means of Students Completing
a Chemistry Questionnaire (Group E)
n
Total Number of S tudents

Mean Mark

135

68%

Female Students

68

71.6%

Male Students

67

61%

Advanced Chemistry
Female S tudents
Male S tudents
General Chemistry
Female Students
Male Students

101

67.9%

55
46

72.0%
63.0%

34

61.8%

13
21

70.0%
56.8%
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Table 6.2.3: Chi-squares of Advanced and General Streamed Students:
Self-Regulated Learning Strategy Use.Self-Efficacy and
Achievement
Chemistry
n = 135

English
n = 208

X2

X2

Organizing &
Transforming

4.83

5.68

Rehearsing &
Memorizing

0.07

0.51

Goal-Setting &
Planning

1.53

0.62

SelfEvaluating

2.81

0.11

Seeking
Information

2.68

2.08

Record Keeping &
Self-Monitoring

6.72*

7.87*

Environmental
Structuring

2.11

8.06*

Seeking Social
Assistance

11.10*

4.10

Reviewing Academic
Material

11.70*

12.12*

Self-Efficacy

2.71

0.11

Mark

4.61

4.93

*p < .01
Note: In all cases where a significant difference existed, advanced level students made greater
use of the strategy.
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this strategy. Use of this strategy might include organizing study
materials so th at they are easily accessible or isolating oneself
from potential distractions.
With respect to the strategy of seeking social assistance from
peers, teachers or adults, advanced and general streamed students
differed only in Chemistry. Advanced level students made a
significantly greater use of this strategy. Use of this strategy which
might Include asking a teacher to explain a concept again if it
wasn’t understood or asking for assistance if stuck on a homework
assignment.
No significant difference was found between advanced and
general level students with respect to their u se of strategies
involving organizing and transforming, rehearsing and memorizing,
goal-setting and planning, self-evaluation, or seeking information,
in either Chemistry or English.
In summary, in English and Chemistry, general and
advanced streamed students differed in their use of strategies
involving keeping records and self-monitoring and reviewing
academic material. In English, advanced an d general level
students further differed in their u se of the strategy of
environmental structuring. A significant difference w as also noted
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in Chemistry with respect to the strategy of seeking social
assistance. In all cases where significant differences were found to
exist, it was the advanced students who reported greater strategy
use. General and advanced students did not differ in terms of
their achievement or self-efficacy perceptions in either of the two
subject areas.

6.3

Gender Differences in Strategy Use. Self-Efficacy
Perceptions and Achievement

A Mann-Whitney U test was used to address the question:
Do males a n d f e m a le s d iffe r w ith r e s p e c t to th e ir
re p o rte d u se o f se lf-re g u la to ry le a rn in g s tr a te g ie s ,
a c h ie v e m e n t a n d se lf-e ffic a c y p e r c e p tio n s in E n g lish
a n d C h em istry?

In the advanced Chemistry and advanced and general
English, males and females did significantly differ in their
achievement, with the females consistently achieving higher m arks
(see Tables 6.2.1 and 6.2.2). There was no significant difference in
the achievement of the males and females in the general
Chemistry. Although the mean m ark for the males was 61.0% and
the mean mark for the females was 71.6% (see Table 6.2.2), due to
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the small sample size (n=34) this difference failed to be significant.
The majority of male/female differences appeared in the
advanced Chemistry and advanced English courses (see Table
6.3.1). In the general Chemistry the only significant male/female
difference was with respect to the strategy of rehearsing and
memorizing. Female students were found to have reported the use
of this strategy more frequently th an did the male students (see
Appendix E).
In the general English, males and females differed in the use
of the following self-regulated learning strategies: goal-setting and
planning, keeping records and self-monitoring, an d seeking social
assistance. In the advanced courses, males and females differed in
their reported use of organizing and transforming, goal-setting and
planning, keeping records and self-monitoring, and environmental
structuring strategies.
At the advanced level in English, there were male and female
differences in the use of the following strategies: organizing and
transforming, goal-setting an d planning, seeking information,
keeping records an d self-monitoring, and environmental
structuring.

In advanced level Chemistry, with the exception of

seeking information, gender differences were noted in each of the
49
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Table 6.3.1: Chi-squares of Male and Female Students: Self-Regulated
Strategy Use. Self-Efficacy and Achievement
Advanced
Chemistry
English

General
Chemistry English

Organizing &
Transforming

16.48* (F)a

2.51

6.08

Rehearsing &
Memorizing

11.90* (F)

5.67

11.58* (F)

5.80

Goal-Setting &
Planning

15.71* (F)

10.20* (F)

0.21

10.54* (FI

Self-Evaluating

11.57* (F)

1.65

0.06

0.08

Seeking Information

4.34

7.90* (F)

2.74

2.50

Record Keeping &
Self-Monitoring

28.35* (F)

19.95* (F>

6.24

8.37* (F)

Environmental
Structuring

8.54* (F)

10.70* (F)

0.86

5.78

Seeking Social
Assistance

18.67* (F)

6.51

1.42

6.85* (F)

Reviewing
Academic Material

5.12

0.66

1.35

2.30

Self-Efficacy

10.31* (M) b

6.18

2.68

5.30

Achievement

9.69* (F)

11.89* (F)

3.65

13.24’ (F)

9.73* (FI

*p < .01

Note:

a: (F) Female students made significantly greater use of the strategy,
b: (M) Male students had the significantly higher self-efficacy score.
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above strategies in addition to rehearsing and memorizing, selfevaluating, and seeking social assistance. As previously reported in
Section 6.1, the strategies of organizing and transforming and
goal-setting and planning were significantly correlated with
achievement in advanced English. With respect to Chemistry, the
strategies of organizing and transforming, goal-setting and
planning, self-evaluating, and seeking social assistance were
significantly correlated with achievement.
It should be noted th a t the strategies of goal-setting and
planning, record keeping and self-monitoring, a s well as
achievement, all noted male /female differences in every course
with the exception of general Chemistry. Again, this may have
been a result, in part, of the small sample size of this group.
Males and females differed in self-efficacy in advanced
Chemistry only. While the females h ad the higher achievement in
advanced Chem istry the males had the higher self-efficacy scores.
In summary, the results show females to be the greater users
of self-regulatory learning strategies and, in three of the four
courses, to have the significantly higher achievement scores.
Males and females differed significantly in self-efficacy in advanced
Chemistry. The males had the higher self-efficacy perceptions.
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6 .4

M a th /S cien ce M ajors: S tra teg y U se. S elf-E fficacy
Perceptions and Achievement in English and Chemistry

A Wllcoxen Signed Rank Test was performed to investigate
the question:
Do M a th -S cien ce m a jo rs d iffe r w ith respect to th e ir
re p o rte d u s e o f se lf-re g u la to ry le a rn in g s tr a te g ie s ,
a c h ie v e m e n t a n d se lf-e ffic a c y p e r c e p tio n s in th e
s tu d y in g o f a d v a n c e d C h em istry v s. a d v a n c e d E n g lish ?

No significant difference was found between the achievement
scores of M ath/Science majors in advanced English and
Chemistry. The mean m ark for the M ath/Science majors in
English and Chemistry were almost identical. 74.6% and 75.2%
respectfully. For the non-M ath/Science majors the average
English m ark was approximately 10% higher th an the average
Chemistry m ark (see Table 6.4.1).
For th e nine self-regulated learning strategies, no significant
differences were found in the reported u se of strategies in advanced
English and Chemistry (see Table 6.4.2). The median scores for
many of the strategies were almost identical.
Further, there was no significant difference in the self52
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Table 6.4.1: Sample Sizes and Achievement Means of M ath/Science Majors and Non-M ath/Science
Majors Completing Both English and Chemistry Questionnaires (Group C)
n
Total Number of Students

Mean English Mark Mean Chemistry Mark

95a

71.5%

67.7%

Number of M ath/Science Majors15

44

74.6%

75,2%

Number of Non M ath/Science Majors0

20

67.3%

57.5%

a Thirty one students belong to an Intermediate group not classified as either M ath/Science
Majors or Non-M ath/Science Majors.
b M ath/Science Majors - students who Intended on taking 8 or more Math and Science courses
beyond the compulsory.
e Non-M ath/Science Majors • students who intended on taking 4 or fewer M ath/Science
courses beyond the compulsory.

Table 6.4.2: Medians and Z-Scores of Math/Science Majors in Advanced
Chemistiy and English: Self-Regulated Learning
Strategy Use. Self-Efficacy and Achievement
Maximum
Score

Chemistiy
Median

English
Median

Z-Score

Organizing &
Transforming

40

28.8

29.6

1.45

Rehearsing &
Memorizing

15

9.0

8.9

-0.53

Goal-Setting &
Planning

65

39.2

39.0

-0.44

Self-Evaluating

25

18.0

17.6

-0.85

Seeking
Information

15

10.8

11.1

-0.74

Record Keeping &
Self-Monitoring

30

21.8

21.2

-1.21

Environmental
Structuring

20

12.8

13.0

0.85

Seeking Social
Assistance

35

25.0

25.0

0.24

Reviewing Academic
Material

15

11.4

11.0

-0.92

Self-Efficacy

25

16.7

16.7

-0.34

100

75.2

74.6

-0.41

Mark

Wilcoxon Matched Pairs
’ p < .01

n = 44
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efficacy perceptions of the M ath/Science majors In the two
courses. If a student’s perception of self-efficacy was high in
English, he /sh e also had a high self-efficacy perception in
Chemistiy.
The results indicated th a t M ath/Science majors employ
similar self-regulated learning strategies in the study of advanced
Chemistry and English. No significant differences were found in
either achievement or self-efficacy perceptions in the two subject
areas.

6.5

Math / Science Majors vs. Non-Math/Science Majors:
Strategy Use, Self-Efficacy Perceptions and Achievement

The research question addressed was:
D o M a th /S cien ce m a jo rs a n d n o n -M a th /S cien ce m a jo rs
d iffe r w ith r e s p e c t to th e ir r e p o r te d u s e o f se lfre g u la to ry le a rn in g s tr a te g ie s , a c h ie v e m e n t a n d se lfe ffic a c y p e r c e p tio n s in a d v a n c e d E n g lish ?

A significant difference was found to exist between the
achievement of M ath/Science majors an d non-M ath/Science
majors in advanced English. The mean m ark for M ath/Science
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majors in English was 74.8%, in comparison to a mean mark of
63.8% for the non-M ath/Science majors (see table 6.5.1). While
the two groups differed In achievement there was no significant
difference in their reported use of self-regulated learning strategies
(Table 6.5.2). M ath/Science majors and non-M ath/Science majors
did not differ in their self-efficacy perceptions. Median scores for
the two groups were identical. Box and Whisker plots in Appendix
E .l illustrate the similarities in strategy use and self-efficacy
perceptions between the two groups.
M ath/Science majors and non-M ath/Science majors
employed similar self-regulated learning strategies when studying
advanced English. This was true even though a significant
difference existed in their achievement scores in advanced English.
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Table 6.5.1: Sample Sizes and Achievement Means of
Math/Science Majors and Non-Math/Science Majors
In Advanced English

n

Mean English Mark

Total Number of Students

134a

69.6%

Math /Science Majors

50

74.8%

Female Students

30

76.8%

Male Students

20

72.0%

Non-Math/Science Majors

43

63.8%

Female S tudents

9

70.7%

Male Students

24

58.4%

Note:
a 41 students belong to an intermediate group not classified
a s either M ath/Science Majors or Non-Math/Science Majors.
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Table 6.5.2: Chi-squares of M ath/Science Majors and NonM ath/Science Majors in Advanced English: SelfRegulated Learning Strategy-Use, Self-Efficacy
and Achievement
Self-Regulated Learning Stragegy

X2

Organizing & Transforming

5.23

Rehearsing & Memorizing

2.95

Goal-Setting & Planning

2.54

Self-Evaluating

3.17

Seeking Information

2.94

Record Keeping & Self-Monitoring

0.66

Environmental Structuring

1.31

Seeking Social Assistance

0.77

Reviewing Academic Material

2.32

Self-Efficacy

0.53

Mark

18.47*a

*2 < -01

n = 93

Note:
a: M ath/Science majors had the significantly higher mark.
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7 . D iscu ssio n

7 .1

A ch ievem en t: S tra teg y U se and Sclf-E fiB cacy
Perceptions

The present study used a correlational approach to
determine which learning strategies are correlated with successful
studying, as measured by achievement in English an d Chemistiy.
The results indicate that, a t th e general level, all the self-regulated
learning strategies investigated were correlated with achievement
in both Chemistry and English. For the general level student, use
of any of the self-regulated learning strategies had a positive effect
on achievement. King, Warren, Michalski and Peart (1988) in
investigating general level programs noted "the greatest concern we
have about students who take their courses a t the general level is
a distinct absence of motivation." As a result of low motivation,
these students characteristically do not p u t m uch effort into their
courses.

Borkowski, Carr, Rellinger and Pressley (1990) from

metacognitive research state th a t effort is required in order to
apply any specific strategy. If the necessary effort is expended the
eventual payoff will likely be improved performance. The general
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level students in this study who invested effort and used learning
strategies had higher achievement scores.
At the advanced level in both Chemistiy and English there
was a positive correlation between achievement and the use of
select higher-order strategies namely, organizing and transforming,
seeking social assistance, and goal-setting and planning. These
results are in agreement with Zimmerman and Martinez-Pons
(1986, 1990) who found high achieving students made greater use
of the strategies of organizing and transforming and seeking social
assistance th an did lower achieving students. They also found
th a t high achieving (gifted) students displayed greater use of
strategies involving self-consequating and reviewing notes.
Pintrich an d DeGroot (1990) found th a t students who were
achieving high grades were more likely to report using selfregulatory strategies th an were low achieving students.
One of the principles of effective studying described by
Thomas an d Rohwer (1986) is the principle of generativity. This
principle states th a t the more a learning strategy involves the
reformulation of given information beyond th a t which is given, the
more effective it is in enhancing performance. A strategy such as
organizing an d transforming would be more effective, therefore,
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than rehearsing and memorizing. High aptitude students have
been found to engage in more active transformation or reorganizing
of learning material than do students of lower aptitude (Thomas et
al., 1987).

Future science learning, for example, depends on

students making sense of their experiences in the natural world
(Cavallo, 1994). Further, this new knowledge needs to be acquired
not by memorizing facts but by constructing relationships among
the concepts and ideas (Novak, 1988),
A positive correlation between achievement and selfevaluation strategies and reviewing records was found in Advanced
Chemistry only. This result was expected in Chemistry, as it
would be beneficial to students when beginning to work on an
assignment to refer to sample problem s/questions previously
worked out in class and to evaluate their progress as they complete
the assignment.
Borkowski et al. (1990) stated th a t students with welldeveloped specific strategy knowledge know th a t the demands of
the task dictate the use of particular strategies and th at well
chosen strategies produce efficient performance. At the advanced
level of study not all of the self-regulated learning strategies were
effective in improving performance an d their effectiveness was
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dependent upon the subject m atter being studied.
No significant correlations were found between achievement
and self-efficacy perceptions in either Chemistiy or English. This
result is contrary to the findings of Pintrich an d DeGroot (1990),
Zimmerman and Martinez-Pons (19901 and Thomas et al. (1987)
who found self-efficacy to be positively related to performance.
When analyzing the results of the present study, the median scores
for self-efficacy were 16 out of a possible 25 for both the advanced
and general Chemistry and 17 for the advanced an d general
English. It appears th a t the high-ability students, a t the time of
completing the questionnaire which was one or three weeks prior
to the final examination, tended to underestim ate their ability to
learn the material an d their success in the course while the lowerability students tended to overestimate their ability.
Educators tend to assum e th at students will develop
effective learning and study skills as they grow older and have more
experience with schools (Weinstein, Ridley, Dahl & Weber, 1988).
While this is partially true, Weinstein et al. (1988) su ggest th at
many students may not develop effective learning strategies unless
they receive explicit instruction in their use. Subject teachers can
play a large role in helping students develop effective learning and
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study strategies by demonstrating which strategies would be best
Incorporated into their specific subject area (Weinstein et al.,
1988). Once the strategies are taught, it is important th at
students view them a s both practical and beneficial to ensure their
use. This can be accomplished by modelling the strategies in class
and providing feedback to students (Weinstein. 1988; Borkowski et
al.. 1990; Derry, 1989). What is important is th a t students
experience success in using the strategies (Borkowksi et al., 1990).
"Today we know what learning strategies are, how to help teachers
learn to teach them, an d w hat outcomes we can expect if they are
taught. Clearly students benefit from learning these strategies. .
we m ust, therefore, continue to help teachers learn about these
strategies and then translate them into effective instruction."
(Weinstein et al., 1988)
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7.2

General vs. Advanced Streamed Students: Strategy-usc.

Achievement and Self-Efficacy Perceptions

The general and advanced streamed students did not differ
significantly in achievement as measured by their final m arks in
either English or Chemistry. King (1986) and King, Warren.
Michaelski and Peart (1988) found th a t the m arks of students
taking general level courses were seven to nine percent lower than
those of students taking advanced level courses. The largest
difference was noted in Chemistry where the advanced level
students had a mean class m ark six percent higher th an the
general level students. This difference, however, was not
statistically significant.
In both Chemistry an d English, advanced students made a
significantly greater use of the strategies of keeping records and
self-monitoring, and reviewing academic material. In Chemistry,
advanced students sought assistance from teachers, peers or
parents significantly more th an did the general stream ed students.
In English, advanced students employed the strategy of
environmental structuring significantly more th an did general
stream ed students. King, Warren, Michalski and Peart (1988)
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found general level students to be less achievement oriented, and.
as previously mentioned, to dem onstrate low motivation and effort.
In addition, the successful completion of a credit is more
important to these students than are the actual m arks received
(King. Warren & Peart, 1988). It is, therefore, not surprising th at
effort intensive strategies such as keeping records and reviewing
academic material would not be greatly used by these students.
These results, in conjunction with those reported in Chapter
7.1, appear to indicate th at general level students can be
successful in their courses w ithout using learning strategies th at
require a great deal of effort. This may in part be due to the
different m anner in which teachers evaluate advanced and general
level students. King, Warren and Peart (1988) in surveying
teachers across Ontario found th a t different factors influence the
m arks of students taking courses a t the two levels of difficulty.
They found th a t at the advanced level, m arks were typically
awarded for achievement dem onstrated through knowledge and
skills in tests an d examinations. At the general level, behavior,
effort an d attendance became important factors in evaluation and
bonus m arks were used extensively. Therefore, it seems th a t a
general level student who makes an effort and u ses any strategy,
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will improve h is/h er performance.
7.3

Gender Differences: Strategy-vise. Achievement and Sclf-

Efficacy Perceptions.

In general, girls were found to be the greater users of self
regulated learning strategies. In both advanced English and
advanced Chemistry, females made greater use of organizing and
transforming strategies, goal-setting and planning, keeping records
and self-monitoring an d environmental structuring. These results
are in agreement with Zimmerman and Martinez-Pons (1990) who
found th a t girls used the strategies of goal-setting and planning,
record keeping and self-monitoring, and environmental structuring
significantly more th an did boys.
In Advanced Chemistry, the males had significantly higher
self-efficacy perceptions th an females, while females had the
significantly higher achievement scores. Zimmerman and
Martinez-Pons (1990) also found th a t the girls were the greater
users of strategies and were less self-efficious th an the boys. These
findings are not unique. In mathematics, national studies
consistently report th a t among high school students fewer females
than males consider themselves 'good* a t m athem atics (Linn &
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Hyde. 1989). A survey of all eighth graders In California (reported
by Linn & Hyde, 1989) revealed th at 39% of the boys and 12% of
the girls believed that boys understand science better th an girls.
When the processes contributing to differences in confidence were
analyzed, it was found th at even when males and females perform
equally, males tended to overestimate their abilities and females
were generally realistic in assessing theirs. In an 1987 Ontario
study (Quirouette, Saint-Denis & Huot, 1990) identifying probable
school leavers, 6832 students from 40 high schools, completed a
questionnaire "School and Me?". When presented with the
statem ent, ”1 have confidence in my abilities a t school.", 88% of
the boys responded "True" while only 84% of the girls responded in
the affirmative.
In General Chemistry females made greater use of rehearsing
and memorizing strategies th an did the males. In General English,
females made significantly greater use of goal-setting and
planning, keeping records and self-monitoring, an d seeking social
assistance. Zimmerman an d Martinez-Pons (1990) found gender
differences in the use of goal-setting and planning, keeping records
and self-monitoring and environmental structuring strategies. In
each case, girls displayed higher strategy use. In the 1987 Ontario
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Study (Quirouette, Saint-Denis & Huot, 1990) when the students
were asked "I am confident that my teachers will help me with my
school problems." 78% of the boys responded "True" while 81% of
the girls responded "True".
In both Chemistry and English at the advanced level, as well
as English at the general level, girls surpassed boys in
achievement. Hyde and Linn (1988) in a study of gender
differences demonstrated th at the past superiority of girls in verbal
ability an d boys in mathematical ability had decreased to the point
of being statistically insignificant. However, males still tended to
significantly outperform females on problem-solving tasks.
Linn and Hyde (1989) found declines in gender differences to
be consistent with changing educational opportunities, changing
social roles and the changing dem ands of the workplace. They
suggested th a t environments th a t instil confidence in all
participants offer the greatest promise. Situations th at minimize
gender differences include: classes where the behaviors of confident
students are modeled and instilled in all participants; teaching
th a t provides all students with feedback on the use of problem
solving strategies, and environments th a t encourage expression of
ideas from all students, not ju s t the m ost confident or aggressive.
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Learning environments m ust be structured to promote success for
all (Linn & Hyde, 1989)

7.4

Math/Science Majors: Strategy-Use in Advanced English
and Chemistry

Math/Science majors were found to employ the same
strategies In both English and Chemistry. This is contrary to the
findings of Curley et al. (1987) and Thomas and Rohwer (1986)
who found studying to be context dependent. They found th a t the
effectiveness of any given strategy to differed markedly according to
the variations in task conditions. Biggs (1970) found th a t Arts
students need to develop study strategies th at facilitate the task of
sorting and organizing m asses of apparently unorganized material.
Science students, on the other hand, have the task of integrating
new material Into existing conceptual heirarchies. The above
studies used University students as subjects. At the high school
level, the course material may not be complex enough to require
the use of different strategies in order to m aster the material. As
students progress through high school into University, course
material becomes more specialized. This increase in specialization
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may promote the use of different strategies depending upon the
task conditions. As Biggs (1970) mentioned, it remains an open
question as to what skills are suitable for w hat kinds of students,
doing what kinds of courses of study and under what conditions of
teaching.

7.5

Math/Science Majors vs. Non-Math/Science Majors:
Strategy-Use in Advanced English

While M ath/Science majors had significantly higher m arks
in Advanced English th an the non-M ath/Science majors, there
was no difference in strategy use between the two groups. Cropley
a r i Field (1969) found th a t a key indicator in distinguishing the
Science specialist from the non-specialist is the person’s
intellectual style and not h is/h e r level of ability. They suggested
that one of the reasons why certain individuals become successful
scientists may be th a t they have some kind of cognitive
organization which is specifically appropriate to achievement in
science. It would be expected th a t this "cognitive organization"
would be dem onstrated in a choice by Science specialists of
learning strategies for Science different from those employed for
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other subjects.
This study, however, did not find a difference in the
strategies used by Math/Science and non-M ath/Science students
nor in the strategies used by these students to study Chemistry or
English. This may be explained by referring to the way in which
Math/Science majors were defined for this study (see Chapter 5.2).
It may well be th at these students are not interested in pursuing
post-secondary M ath/Science programs even though they plan to
take a large num ber of Math and Science courses in high school.
Since highly motivated, high achieving students are encouraged to
pursue the study of Math and Science in high school beyond the
compulsory they are in reality, not necessarily Science specialists
as defined by Cropley and Field (1969).
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8.

Sum m ary and C on clu sion s

The purpose of this study was to investigate student
learning, specifically, the relationship between the use of selfregulated learning strategies, student achievement, course and
student characteristics, and self-efficacy perceptions.

8.1

Limitations of the Study

The present study investigated the study practices of
students at one high school. The results obtained need to be
replicated before inferences can be generalized.
The Learning and Study Strategies Questionnaire employed
in this study Involved a correlational approach. As noted by
Weinstein, Zimmerman and Palmer (1988), such an approach seeks
to find behaviours or activities th at are correlated with successful
studying. These behaviours and activities, however, may not be
the direct cause of successful learning. A further limitation is that
questionnaires such a s the one used in this study do not yield
information about how students leam , b u t rather reports on what
they do to learn.
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8 ,2

L evel o f S tu d y, A ch iev em en t and S tra teg y U se

The present study found th at while advanced and general
streamed students did not significantly differ In achievement In
either Chemistry or English, advanced students were more likely to
report the use of self-regulated learning strategies th an were
general level students. At the advanced level. In both subject
areas, select higher-order strategies namely, organizing and
transforming, seeking social assistance, and goal-setting and
planning were significantly correlated with performance.
Research has shown higher-order strategies, which involve
students actively reformulating the information given, to be
effective in enhancing performance (Thomas & Rohwer, 1986).
At the general level, use of any of the self-regulated learning
strategies was significantly correlated with achievement in both
Chemistry and English. The results further showed th a t general
level students did not use higher-order strategies to any significant
degree. This later finding is not surprising if evaluation a t the
general level is based primarily on behavior, effort and attendance
as found by King, Warren and Peart (1988). Unless classroom
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evaluation and teaching practices require the use of higher-order
learning strategies, students have little reason to employ such
strategies.
Weinstein et al. (1988) suggested th at students may not
develop effective learning strategies unless instructed in their use.
Such instruction is best given by subject teachers and incorporated
into the subject area (Weinstein et al., 1988). Knowledge of
effective learning and study strategies, however, is not sufficient.
Motivation and the desire to employ these strategies is still
required (Brandt, 1988). The use of study strategies needs to be
promoted within the classroom. This can be accomplished by
teachers modelling strategies an d providing feedback to the
students (Weinstein, 1988; Borkowski et al., 1990; Derry, 1989)
Students need to experience, first-hand the benefit of their use
(Borkowski et al., 1990).
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8 .3

A ch iev em en t and S elf-E ffica cy P ercep tio n s

Self-efficacy has been viewed as a key component of self
regulated learning. It has been shown to Influence the choice of
learning activities and the degree of effort Invested in the activity
(Bandura. 1986;Schunk, 1986; Zimmerman, 1986, 1989). In the
present study no significant correlation was found between selfefficacy perceptions and achievement in either Chemistry or
English. When evaluating their self-efficacy, the majority of the
students placed themselves in the range of w hat would be
considered average. At the time the students completed the
questionnaires, final examinations were approaching. It appears
from the results th a t those students who were achieving a t a high
level tended to underestimate their ability going into the exam.
On the other hand, those students doing poorly tended to
overestimate their ability. These lower achieving students may well
have been counting on writing a good final exam so as to improve
their final mark.
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8 .4

G ender D ifferen ces. A ch ievem en t and S tra tegy U se

This study found females to report greater use of selfregulated learning strategies than male*. In both advanced
English and advanced Chemlstiy, females made greater use of
organizing and transforming, goal-setting and planning, keeping
records and self-monitoring and environmental structuring
strategies. In advanced Chemistry, males had significantly higher
self-efficacy perceptions while females had higher achievement
scores. Linn and Hyde (1989) found males tended to overestimate
their ability even when both genders performed equally on a given
task (Linn & Hyde, 1989).
In three of the four courses females surpassed males in
achievement. Hyde an d Linn (1988) in a study th a t synthesized
research collected over two decades found gender differences in
verbal ability have tended to favour females while gender
differences with respect to mathematical ability have favoured
males (Hyde & Lin n , 1988). They also concluded frora the recent
studies investigated th a t the gender differences in these two areas
have decreased to the point where they are now considered
negligible. Learning environments th at are structured to foster
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success for all students will keep gender differences to a minimum
(Linn & Hyde, 1989).

8.5

Math/Science Majors. Achievement and Strategy Use

The present study analyzed the strategies used by
Math/Science majors in advanced Chemistry an d advanced
English. Unlike the findings of Thomas and Rohwer (1986) and
Curely et al. (1987) which found studying to be context dependent,
the Math/Science majors In this study used similar strategies in
the studying of Chemistry an d English. It may well be th at a t the
high school level the course material is not of the complexity to
require specific strategies to be used for specific contexts. As the
subject material becomes more specialized, as is the case In post
secondary studies, task conditions may promote the use of
context-specific strategies.
The present study also investigated strategy use and
achievement of M ath/Science majors r ad non-M ath/Science
majors in advanced English. While M ath/Science majors were
found to have significantly higher achievement scores, no
difference in strategy use w as found to exist between the two
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groups. Cropley and Field (1969) found that a key indicator In
distinguishing the Science specialists from non-specialists is a
person's intellectual style, a kind of cognitive organization
specifically appropriate to achievement in Science. It would be
expected, therefore, th at this cognitive organization would show
itself in the type of learning strategies chosen and would differ for
the two groups. The present study found no such differences to
exist. A possible explanation is th a t those students identified in
this study a s M ath/Science majors may not be pursuing a post
secondary M ath/Science program. Highly motivated and high
achieving students have been encouraged in high school to take a
large num ber of Math and Science courses.

8.6

Conclusions and Future Directions

The present study adds to the body of knowledge concerning
students’ use of self-regulated learning strategies and the
relationship of these strategies with achievement, course and
student characteristics an d self-efficacy perceptions. Further
research is still necessary regarding optimum use of these study
strategies within the context of the different subject areas a t the
high school level.
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Appendix A.l

LEARNING AND STUDY STRATEGIES
QUESTIONNAIRE BOOKLET

In s tru c tio n s:
Please respond to the following statem ents as they
apply to the learning and study strategies YOU use in
ENGLISH. There is no correct answer as each person has
his/her own unique way of learning and studying.
Thank you for your cooperation.
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Part A:
Assume you are in class and your te a c h e r is p resen tin g a
lesson. Please resp o nd t o t h e following s t a t e m e n t s a s th e y
apply to YOU in ENGLISH CLASS.
1
2
3
4
5

=
=
=
=

n ot a t all like me
n ot very much like me
som ew hat tr u e o f me
fairly much like me
very much like me

A1. If I do not understand the topic when it is taught, I ask the teacher to explain it once again.
A2. I make it a point to pay attention in class even if the lesson does not interest me.
A3. I find that during class I frequently end up thinking of other things and do not really listen
to what is being said.
A4. During class, I make a special point to note those things that the teacher indicates are very
important.
A5. I am able to tell the difference between the more important and less important information
th at is presented in class.
A6. If I am distracted in class by friends close by, I ask to be left alone.
A7. To make sure I understand the material, I try to answer questions in class even when I am
not called upon.
A8. I pay special attention because 1need to know most of the material for future courses I plan
to take.
A9. When an important point is presented in class, l repeat it over and over to myself to help
me remember.
A10. It is more important that I take detailed notes in class than it is to understand the material
at the time.
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A l l . I note those homework questions that teacher places special emphasis when taking up in
class.
A12. I check with my teacher/counsellor to determine what courses and grades I must obtain to
continue my studies towards my long term goal.
A13. I correct answers as they as are taken up in class.

P art B:
T ea ch ers e x p e c t assig n ed h o m e w o rk /rese arch to be
com pleted a s ac cu rately a s possible.
Please respond t o th e
following s t a t e m e n t s as th e y apply t o YOU when com pleting
ENGLISH HOMEWORK/RESEARCH ASSIGNMENTS.
1
2
3
4
5

=
=
=
=

n o t a t all like me
n o t very much like me
som ew hat tru e of me
fairly much like me
very much like me

B1. When beginning to write a paper, I make an outline or I write a draft copy.
B2. When completing assigned homework questions I will check my answers to make sure I did
them correctly.
B3. I ask a friend/parent/brother/sister/teacher to help me if I am stuck on a homework
assignment.
B4. When the questions are difficult I leave them and rather than go back to them at a later
time, I simply attem pt the easier questions.
B5. Before beginning to write a paper, I gather as much information as possible concerning the
topic.
B6. When working on a homework question, my FIRST step is to ask myself, "what is it the
question is asking?".
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B7. Before beginning to work on assigned homework/research, I make sure I understand the
material.
B8. I have all books, notebooks and writing materials available before I start working.
B9. When completing homework assignments, I work best with background music or noise.
BIO. If I am not sure what is expected regarding an assignment, I ask the teacher to clarify.
BIT. I review previous class notes to help me complete homework assignments.
B12. I complete homework assignments only when I know the teacher will be checking them.
B13. I copy my class notes over to help me understand the lesson.
B14. When working on a homework assignment I make a special note of those
questions/vocabulary with which I have had difficulty.
B15. I complete all of my homework most of the time.
B16. I work from a timetable/planner, to make sure that I have time to complete all assigned
homework*
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Part C:
Most te a c h e rs give im portant t e s t s a t th e end of particular
English units and th e s e t e s t s
a ffe c t your final grade in th e
course.
Please respond t o t h e following s ta te m e n ts as they
apply to YOU when studying for a TEST in ENGLISH.
1
2
3
4
5

=
=
=
=
=

n o t all like me
not very much like me
som ew hat tru e of me
fairly much like me
very much like me

C l. Even when the material I am studying is uninteresting, I keep studying so I can obtain the
marks needed to gain entrance into university/college or to secure a scholarship.
C2. When I study, I review the information from class and from the text/book.
C3. When studying, it is important that I make the concepts fit together.
C4. As I do assigned reading from the text/book, I take detailed notes to help me study.
C5. I do all the assigned reading for a particular test.
C6. t seldom review except just before a test.
C7. I make review sheets/summaries, point form notes, drawings, charts or diagrams to help
me understand the important material.
C8. When studying, I talk over the material with a few other classmates to clarify
understanding and to discover important ideas.
C9. When studying I isolate myself from anything that can distract me.
CIO. To prepare for a test, I work on practice exercises, end of chapter questions and/or read
the text/book even when these are not assigned.
Cl 1. I end up cramming for almost every test.
Cl 2 When studying, I select the most important material and make sure that I know at least
this material
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Cl 3. 1re-do parts of previously assigned homework to see if I can still can do them.
Cl 4. When I am reviewing for a test, I develop possible questions to make sure 1understand the
material.
Cl 5. When the material is difficult to understand and does not make sense to me, 1leave it and
study what I do understand and come back to the difficult material at a later time.
Cl 6. When studying, to help me remember, I re-read the material from class.
Cl 7. When studying for a test, I have a dassmate/brother/sister/parent ask me questions on
the material.
Cl 8. Doing well on class tests is important to me because I frequently receive special
privileges/money for doing so from my parents.
Cl 9. When studying, if I have difficulty understanding the material, I ask the teacher for
assistance prior to the test.
C20. I colour-code, underline, highlight or jot down key words in the margins to help me learn
the material.
C21. I find out what type of questions will be asked on the test eg. essay-style, multiple choice,
etc.
C22. Doing well on class test is important for self-satisfaction.
C23. When a test question is difficult, I leave it and go on and attempt the easier questions.
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Part D:
Please respond to th e following s t a t e m e n t s as th e y apply
your EXPECTATIONS in ENGLISH.
1
2
3
4
5

=
=
=
=
=

n ot a t all like me
n o t very much like me
som ew hat tru e of me
fairly much like me
very much like me

01. I am certain 1can understand the concepts taught in this English course.
D2. I think other students in this class know a great deal more about English than l do.
03. I can do an excellent job on the problems and tasks assigned in this class.
D4. My study skills are not very good compared with others in this class.
05.

1think I will receive a good grade in this class.
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Appendix A.2

LEARNING AND STUDY STRATEGIES
QUESTIONNAIRE BOOKLET

In structio ns;
Please respond to the following statem ents
as they apply to the learning and study
strategies YOU use in CHEMISTRY. There is no
correct answer as each person has his/her own
unique way of learning and studying.
Thank you for your cooperation.
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Part A:
A ssum e you are in class and your te a c h e r is
p rese n tin g a lesson.
Please respond t o th e following
s ta te m e n ts as th e y apply to YOU in CHEMISTRY CLASS.
1
2
3
4
5

=
=
=
=
=

n ot a t all like me
not very much like me
som ew hat tru e of me
fairly much like me
very much like me

AT. If I do not understand the topic when it is taught, I ask the teacher to explain
it once again.
A2. I make it a point to pay attention in class even if the lesson does not interest
me.
A3. I find that during class I frequently end up thinking of other things and do
not really listen to what is being said.
A4. During class, I make a special point to note those things that the teacher
indicates are very important.
A5. I am able to tell the difference between the more important and less
important information that is presented in class.
A6. If I am distracted in class by friends close by, I ask to be left alone.
A7. To make sure I understand the material, I try to answer questions in class
even when I am not called upon.
A8. I pay special attention because I need to know most of the material for future
courses I plan to take.
A9. When an important point is presented in class, I repeat it over and over to
myself to help me remember.
AT 0. It is more important that I take detailed notes in class than it is to
understand the material at the time.
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A l l . I note those homework questions that teacher places special emphasis when
taking up in class.
AT 2. I check with my teacher/counsellor to determine what courses and grades 1
must obtain to continue my studies towards my long term goal.
AT 3. I correct answers as they as are taken up in class.

Part B:
T each ers e x p e c t a ssig n e d h o m e w o rk /re se a rc h t o be
co m pleted as ac cu rate ly a s possible.
Please respond
t o t h e following s t a t e m e n t s as th e y apply t o YOU when
com pleting CHEMISTRY HOMEWORK/RESEARCH
ASSIGNMENTS.
1
2
3
4
5

«
=
=
=
=

n o t a t all like me
n o t very much like me
som ew hat tru e of me
fairly much like me
very much like me

B1. When beginning to write a paper, I make an outline or 1write a draft copy.
B2. When completing assigned homework questions I will check my answers to
make sure 1did them correctly.
B3. I ask a friend/parent/brother/sister/teacher to help me if I am stuck on a
homework assignment.
B4. When the questions are difficult I leave them and rather than go back to
them at a later time, I simply attem pt the easier questions.
B5. Before beginning to write a paper, 1gather as much information as possible
concerning the topic.
B6. When working on a homework question, my FIRST step is to ask myself,
"what is it the question is asking?".
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B7. Before beginning to work on assigned homework/research, l make sure I
understand the material.
B8. I have all books, notebooks and writing materials available before 1start
working.
B9. When completing homework assignments, I work best with background
music or noise.
BIO. If I am not sure what is expected regarding an assignment, I ask the teacher
to clarify.
BIT. I review previous class notes to help me complete homework assignments.
B12. 1complete homework assignments only when 1know the teacher will be
checking them.
B13. 1copy my class notes over to help me understand the lesson.
B14. When working on a homework assignment I make a special note of those
questions/vocabulary with which I have had difficulty.
B15. I complete all of my homework most of the time.
B16. I work from a timetable/planner, to make sure that I have time to complete
all assigned homework.
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Part C:
Most te a c h e rs give im portant t e s t s a t th e end of
particular Chemistry units and t h e s e t e s t s
a ffe c t
your final grade in th e course. Please respond to th e
following s ta te m e n ts as th e y apply t o YOU when
studying for a TEST in CHEMISTRY.
1
2
3
4
5

=
=
=
=
=

no t all like me
n ot very much like me
som ew hat tru e of me
fairly much like me
very much like me

Cl. Even when the material I am studying is uninteresting, I keep studying so I
can obtain the marks needed to gain entrance into university/college or to
secure a scholarship.
C2. When I study, I review the information from class and from the text/book.
C3. When studying, it is important that I make the concepts fit together.
C4. As I do assigned reading from the text/book, I take detailed notes to help me
study.
C5. I do all the assigned reading for a particular test.
C6. I seldom review except just before a test.
C7. I make review sheets/summaries, point form notes, drawings, charts or
diagrams to help me understand the important material.
C8. When studying, I talk over the material with a few other classmates to
clarify understanding and to discover important ideas.
C9. When studying 1isolate myself from anything that can distract me.
CIO. To prepare for a test, I work on practice exercises, end of chapter questions
and/or read the text/book even when these are not assigned.
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C11. t end up cramming for almost every test.
Cl 2. When studying, I select the most important material and make sure that I
know at least this material
Cl 3. I re-do parts of previously assigned homework to see if I can still can do
them.
Cl 4. When I am reviewing for a test, I develop possible questions to make sure I
understand the material.
Cl 5. When the material is difficult to understand and does not make sense to me,
I leave it and
study what I do understand and come back to the difficult material at a later
time.
Cl 6. When studying, to help me remember, I re-read the material from class.
Cl 7. When studying for a test, I have a classmate/brother/sister/parent ask me
questions on the material.
Cl 8. Doing well on class tests is important to me because 1frequently receive
special privileges/money for doing so from my parents.
Cl 9. When studying, if I have difficulty understanding the material, I ask the
teacher for assistance prior to the test.
C20. I colour-code, underline, highlight or jot down key words in the margins to
help me learn the material.
C21. 1find out what type of questions will be asked on the te st eg. essay-style,
multiple choice, etc.
C22. Doing well on class te s t is important for self-satisfaction.
C23. When a test question is difficult, I leave it and go on and attempt the easier
questions.
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Part D:
Please respond to th e following s ta te m e n ts as th e y
apply to your EXPECTATIONS in CHEMISTRY.
1
2
3
4
5

=
=
=
=
=

n o t a t all like me
not verv much like me
som ew hat tru e of me
fairly much like me
very much like me

D1. I am certain I can understand the concepts taught in this Chemistry course.
D2. I think other students in this class know a great deal more about Chemistry
than I do.
D3. I can do an excellent job on the problems and tasks assigned in this class.
D4. My study skills are not very good compared with others in this class.
D5. 1think I will receive a good grade in this class.
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A ppendix A.3

Learning and Study Strategies
Response Booklet
C ourse Code (C ircle):

SCH 3A

A g e :_____________

SCH 3G

ENG 3A

ENG 3G

Sex (C ircle): Male Female

C u rren t Year in High School (Circle):

Yr 2

Yr 3

Yr 4

Yr 5

Are you enrolled in BOTH a CHEMISTRY AND ENGLISH course this school year
(Circle):
Yes
No

Circle th e c o u r s e c o d e s of th e Math and Science courses listed below
which you have taken, are currently taking or plan to take before
graduating from high school.

M athem atics:

MAT 3A2 (Advanced)

MTB 3G2 (General Math for Business)
MTT 3G2 (General Math for Technology)

MAT 4A2 (Advanced)

MTB 4G2 (General Math for Business)
MTT 4G2 (General Math for Technology)

MAG 0A2 (Algebra & Geometry OAC)
MCA OA2 (Calculus OAC)
MFN 0A2 (Finite Mathematics OAC)

Biology:

SB13A2 (Advanced)

SBA 3G2 (General)

SB! 0A2 (OAC)

C hem istry:

SCH 3A2 (Advanced)

SCA 3G2 (General)

SCH 0A2 (OAC)

P h y sics:

SPH 4A2 (Advanced)

SPA 4G2 (General)

SPHOA2 (OAC)
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Response Sheet
1 - not at all tike me
2 - not very much like me
3 - somewhat true of me
4 - fairiy much like me
- very much like me
A

P a rt B

F art A
Al.

1

2

3

4

5

B1.

i

2

3

4

5

A2.

1

2

3

4

5

B2.

i

2

3

4

5

A3.

1

2

3

4

5

B3.

i

2

3

4

5

A4.

1

2

3

4

5

B4.

i

2

3

4

5

A5.

1

2

3

4

5

B5

l

2

3

4

5

A6.

1

2

3

4

5

B6.

l

2

3

4

5

A7.

1

2

3

4

5

B7.

l

2

3

4

5

A8.

1

2

3

4

5

B8.

i

2

3

4

5

A9.

1

2

3

4

5

B9.

1

2

3

4

5

A10.

1

2

3

4

5

BIO.

i

2

3

4

5

All.

1

2

3

4

5

Bit.

1

2

3

4

5

A12.

1

2

3

4

5

B12.

i

2

3

4

5

At 3.

1

2

3

4

5

B13

1

2

3

4

5

B14.

i

2

3

4

5

B15.

1

2

3

4

5

816.

1

2

3

4

5
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Response Sheet
1 - not at all like me
2 - not very much like me
3 - somewhat true of me
4 - fairly much like me
5 - very much Itke me

P a rt C

P art C ( C o n t i n u e d )

Cl.

2

3

4

5

Cl 9.

1

2

3

4

5

C2.

2

3

4

5

C20.

1

2

3

4

5

C3.

2

3

4

5

C21.

1

2

3

4

5

C4.

2

3

4

5

C22.

1

2

3

4

5

C5.

2

3

4

5

C23.

1

2

3

4

5

C6.

2

3

4

5

C7.

2

3

4

5

C8.

2

3

4

5

P a rt D

C9.
CIO.

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

D l.
D2.

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

cn.

2

3

4

5

D3.

1

2

3

4

5

Cl 2.

2

3

4

5

D4.

1

2

3

4

5

Cl 3.

2

3

4

5

D5.

1

2

3

4

5

Cl 4.

2

3

4

5

CIS.

2

3

4

5

Cl 6.

2

3

4

5

Cl 7.

2

3

4

5

Cl 8.

2

3

4

5
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Appendix B.l:

Self-Regulated Learning Strategies Questionnaire Items

S tr a te g y : O rg a n izin g a n d T ra n sfo rm in g (OT)

Statem ents indicating student-Initiated overt or covert
rearrangement of instructional materials to improving learning.
In-Class
I find that during class I frequently end up thinking of other
things and do not really listen to w hat is being said. (A3.0T)*
I am able to tell the difference between the more important
and less important information th at is presented in class.
(A5.OT.lJ
Completing Homework/Research Assignments
When beginning to write a paper, I make an outline or I
write a draft copy. (B1 .OT)
Test Preparation
When studying, it is im portant th at I make the concepts fit
together. (C3-OT)
I make review sheets/sum m aries, point form notes,
drawings, charts or diagrams to help me u nderstand the
important material. (C7.0T)
When studying. I select the m ost im portant m aterial and
make sure th at I know at least this material (C12.0T)
When the material is difficult to understand and does not
make sense to me, I leave it and study w hat I do understand
and come back to th e difficult material a t a later time.
(C15.0T)
I colour-code, underline, highlight or jo t down key words in
the margins to help me learn the material. (C20.OT)
• A3.0T : Question num ber 3 in Section A of the questionnaire.
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S tra teg y : R e h e a rsin g a n d M em orizin g (RM)

Statem ents indicating student-initiated efforts to memorize
material by overt or covert practice.
In-Class
When an important point is presented in class. I repeat it
over and over to myself to help me remember. (A9.RM)
Completing Homework/Research Assignments
I copy my class notes over to help me remember the lesson.
(B13.RM)
Test Preparation
When studying, to help me remember. I re-read the material
from class. (C16.RM)
Strategy: G oal S e ttin g a n d P la n n in g (GP)

Statem ents indicating student setting of educational goals or
subgoals an d planning for sequencing, timing an d completing
activities related to those goals.
In-Class
I m ake it a point to pay attention in class even if the lesson
does not interest me. (A2.GP)
I pay special attention because I need to know most of the
m aterial for future courses I plan to take. (A8.GP)
I check with my teacher/ counsellor to determine what
courses and grades I m ust obtain to continue my studies
towards my long term goal. (A12.GP)
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S tra te g y : G oal S e ttin g a n d P la n n in g (GP) - C on tin u ed

Completing Homework/Research Assignments
When the questions are difficult I leave them and rather
than go back to them a t a later time, I simply attem pt the
easier questions. (B4.GP)
I complete all of my homework m ost of the time. (B15.GP)
I work from a tim etable/planner, to make sure that I have
time to complete all assigned homework. (B16.GP)
I complete homework assignm ents only when I know the
teacher will be checking them. (B12 .GP)
Test Preparation
I seldom review except ju s t before a test. (C6.GP)
Doing well on class test is im portant for self-satisfaction.
(C22.GP)
I end u p cramming for alm ost every test. (Cll.GP)
Even when the material I am studying is uninteresting, I
keep studying so I can obtain the m arks needed to gain
entrance into university/college or to secure a scholarship.
(Cl.GP)
When a test question is difficult, I leave it and go on and
attem pt the easier questions. (C23.GP)
Doing well on class tests is im portant to me because I
frequently receive special privileges / money for doing so from
my parents. (C18.GP)
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S trategy: S elf-E va lu a tio n

Statem ents Indicating student-initiated evaluations of the
quality of progress of their work.
In-Class
To make sure I understand the material. I try to answer
questions in class even when I am not called upon. (A7.SE)
Completing Homework/Research Assignments
When completing assigned homework questions I will check
my answers to make sure I did them correctly. (B2.SE)
When working on a homework question, my FIRST step is to
ask myself, "what is it the question is asking?". (B6.SE)
Before beginning to work on assigned homework/research, I
make sure I understand the material. (B7.SE)
Test Preparation
When I am reviewing for a test, I develop possible questions
to make sure I understand the material. (C14.SE)
Strategy: S e e k in g In fo rm a tio n

Statem ents indicating student-initiated efforts to secure
further task information from non-social sources when
undertaking an assignment.
Completing Homework/Research Assignments
Before beginning to write a paper, I gather a s much
information as possible concerning the topic. (B5.SI)
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S tra teo u : S e e k in g In fo rm a tio n - Continued.

Test Preparation
I do all the assigned reading for a particular test. (C5.SI)
To prepare for a test, I work on practice exercises, end of
chapter questions a n d /o r read the text/book even when
these are not assigned. (C10.SI)
S tra teo u : K eep in g R e c o rd s a n d Self-M onitoring (KB)

Statem ents indicating student-initiated efforts to record
events or results.
In-Class
During class, I make a special point to note those things
th at the teacher indicates are very important. (A4.KR)
It is more Important th a t I take detailed notes in class th an
it is to understand the material a t the time. (A10.KR.)
I correct answers a s they as are taken up in class. (A13.KR)
I note those homework questions th at teacher places special
emphasis when taking u p in class. (A1 l.KR)
Completing Homework/Research Assignments
When working on a homework assignment I make a special
note of those questions/vocabulary with which I have had
difficulty. (B14.KR)
Test Preparation
As I do assigned reading from the text/book, I take detailed
notes to help me study. (C4.KR)
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S tr a te g y : E n viro n m e n ta l S tru ctu rin g (ES)

Statem ents indicating student-initiated efforts to select or
arrange the physical setting to make learning easier.
In-Class
If I am distracted in class by friends close by. I ask to be left
alone. (A6.ES)
Completing Homework/Research Assignments
When completing homework assignments, I work best with
background music or noise. (B9.ES)
I have all books, notebooks and writing materials available
before I sta rt working. (B8.ES)
Test Preparation
When studying 1 isolate myself from anything th a t can
distract me. (C9.ES)
S tr a te g y : S e e k in g S o c ia l A s s is ta n c e fSA}

Statem ents indicating student-initiated efforts to solicit
help from peers, teachers and adults.
In-Class
If I do not understand the topic when it is taught. I ask the
teacher to explain it once again. (A1 .SA)
Completing Homework /Research Assignments
I ask a friend/parent/brother/sister/teacher to help me if I
am stu ck on a homework assignment. (B3.SA)
If I am not sure w hat is expected regarding an assignment, I
ask the teacher to clarify. (B10.SA)
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S tra te g y : S e e k in g S o c ia l A s s is ta n c e - C o n tin u ed

Test Preparation
When studying, I talk over the material with a few other
classmates to clarify understanding and to discover
important Ideas. (C8.SA)
When studying for a test, I have a classm ate/brother/slster/
parent ask me questions on the material. (C17.SA)
When studying, If I have difficulty understanding the
material, I ask the teacher for assistance prior to the test.
(C19.SA)
I find out what type of questions will be asked on the test
eg. essay-style, multiple choice, etc. (C21.SA)
S tr a te g y : Reviewing A c a d e m ic M a te r ia l (RAM)

Statem ents indicating student-initiated efforts to re-read
tests, notes or textbooks to prepare for class or further testing.
Completing Homework/Research Assignments
I review previous class notes to help me complete homework
assignments. (B11.RAM)
Test Preparation
When I study, I review the Information from class an d from
the text/book. (C2.RAM)
I re-do parts of previously assigned homework to see If I can
still can do them. [C13.RAM)
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Appendix C.lt Box and Whisker Plots - Self-Regulated Learning Strategy-Use, Self-Efficacy and Achievement
Scores By Subject and Course Level
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Appendix Ci Box and Whisker plots - Self-Regulated Learning Strategy-Use, Self-Efficacy and Achievement
Scores By Subject and Course Level (Continued)
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Table D.li
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Box and Whisker Plots - Self-Regulated Strategy Use, Self-Efficacy and Achievement Scores
by Gender, Course bevel and Subject
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Table D.li

COURSE

Box and Whisker Plots - Self-Regulated Strategy Use, Self-Efficacy and Achievement Scores
by Gender, Course Level and Subject (Continued)
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T a b le D . l i

CO URSE

Box and Hhtaker Plots - Self-Regulated Strategy Uaa, Salf-Efficecy and Achievement Scores
by Gender, Courae Level and Subject (Continued)
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Table D.li Box and Whisker Biota - Self-Regulated Strategy Uaa, Self-Efficacy and Achievement Scoraa
by Sender, Couras Level and Subject (Continued)
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Table K.li

Box and Hhiaker Plots - Self-Regulated Learning Strategy Use, Self-Efficacy and Achievement
Scores of Hath/Science Majors and Hon-Hath/Soience Majors in Advanced English
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Table E.l<

Box and Hhlsker Plotn - Self-Regulated Learning Strategy-Uae, Self-Efficacy and Achievement
Scoree of Hath/Science Majors and Hon-Hath/Science Majors In Advanced English (Continued)
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